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Abstract— Traditional education systems don‟t keep up with the
requirements of today‟s businesses. As a result, business graduates
find gaps between theory and practice, and between knowledge and
skill. To eliminate these gaps, educational games are used to provide
students with skills that can be used in any business environment to
help them avoid common mistakes and be more effective at business
development. Educational games and simulations are experiential
exercises that take students to another level of learning where they
apply their knowledge, skills, and strategies in the execution of their
assigned roles. This paper presents and analyzes the use of an
electronic business simulation platform (Simformer) where students
had to manage huge virtual companies to optimize all business
processes, increase profitability and enter new markets. The actions of
the students were supervised by game moderators.

Simformer is one the online business game that Palestine
Polytechnic University used for this experiment. Where
students established and run their virtual businesses. Running
the business the competing with others made students review
and use a lot of business concepts that they learn in class.
After the game was over, students
filled out two
questionnaires regarding this experiment to figure out what
impact it has on students‟skills, and what will motivate them to
try it again.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 previous work is
briefly summarized. In Section 3, we explain Simfomer
business game simulations. In Section 4, we explain the
experiment 4. In Section 5 we conclude our study.

Index Terms—Business Games, Simulation, Palestine Polytechnic
University , Simformer

II. PREVIOUS WORK
The history of business simulation games began in China in
the year 3000 BC where they have been used as board and war
games. Wolfe (1993) dates the modern business simulation
game to year 1956 when the first widely known business
simulation game, under the name Top Manage- ment Decision
Simulation, was developed (Meier et al., 1969). That game was
the first practical and successful business simulation. From that
time, as Kibbee has reported, the number of busi- ness
simulation games grew rapidly, and, already in year 1961, it
was estimated that there were existing over 100 business games
and that over 30,000 managers have played at least one business game (Kibbee et al., 1961).
There exists quite extensive literature exploring learning in a
simulated environment. Many studies are questioning the
validity of the business simulations for education purposes
(Greenlaw and Wyman, 1973, Wolfe, 1985). Thorngate and
Carroll (1987) found that luck or success in play- ing the
simulation game correlated with the number of players, in
defining a winner, as well as the structure of the contest have no
significant difference regarding the chances that the best person would win. In the report they have implicated that learning
and performance are not relat- ed. Keys and Wolfe (1990),
claim that simulations are internally valid for a strategic
management course, while Wolfe and Roberts (1993) state that
business simulation games have external valid- ity in predicting
future career success of players
Watson (1981) states that business simulation games have
been used in business schools since 1957. A survey conducted
in 1962 reported that 71.1% of 107 schools included into
survey, were using simulation games in at least one course

I. INTRODUCTION
Today, technology can open new doors toward more
development in all field. The role of technology in business
world is obvious and inevitable. In this way, simulation games
can be utilized in business to help the educators in business
colleges in order to teach the students how to manage an
enterprise.
“You learn more about a person in an hour of play than in a
year of conversation”. This Plato‟s saying of learning from
games is truly captured when games are employed as an
educational tool. In the last decade, many business schools have
been demanding major changes in the way of teaching: use of
real-world applications, cases, spreadsheets, and collaboration
with other functional areas, which can be described as
“Learning by Doing”.
These games can simulate the real situations which the
students will face to them in future. So the students will find
this opportunity to manage an enterprise in virtual world and
this will prepare them to solve solutions in real life in future.
They can use all principals and theories of business in practice.
Thus, this new technology can enhance the student's abilities
and skills to manage a business.
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Module 4: Advertising campaigns and business efficiency.

(Dale and Klasson 1962). Faria (1987) reported that

 Theory: Advertising channel planning, target audience,
advertising campaign efficiency.
 Tasks: Maximize advertising campaign efficiency.
 Practice in business simulation: The functionality
of advertising campaigns.
 Assignments in business simulation: Achieve 100% in
advertising campaign efficiency. Support operating
activities, maximize subdivisions' revenues.

III. SIMFORMER
Simformer is An online business game that shows the
realities of crisis management. The participants will have to
make the right decision in a short period of time to lead their
companies out of financial difficulties.
The participants will have to manage a huge virtual
company, which is faced with serious financial
difficulties. The goal of the business game to optimize all
business processes, increase company's profitability and enter
new markets. The actions of the participants are supervised by
game moderators.
During the course the participants will be involved in these
activities and business processes:
 Strategic Management
 Business planning.
 Business expansion
 Supply chain management.
 HR management.
 Sales.
The course is primarily focused on the development of such
skills as:
 Decision making.
 Analytical thinking.
 Stress- resistance.
 Out-of-the-box thinking.
 Strategic and systematic thinking.
IV.

Module 5: Restaurant management.
 Theory: Restaurant development and management.
 Practice in business simulation: Key business functions
in restaurant management.
 Assignments in business simulation: Increase restaurant
net profit by at least 25%. Maximize the profitability of
retail subdivisions.
Module 6: Factory performance.
 Theory: Factory management.
 Practice in business simulation: Key business functions
in factory management.
 Assignments in business simulation: Increase factory net
profit by at least 25%. Maximize the profitability of the
restaurant and retail subdivisions.
Module 7: Expansion into new markets.
 Theory: Strategies in geographical and product
expansion.
 Practice in business simulation: Market analysis, find a
market niche, open new subdivisions.
 Assignment in business simulation: Open at least 2 retail
subdivisions.
Maximize
the
profitability
of existing subdivisions.

BUSINESS GAME: CORPORATION IN DISTRESS

One of the business games is Corporation is Distress, that is
contains of 7 modules:
Introduction. Game objectives and its dynamics.

Module 8: Business growth and optimization.
 Assignment in business simulation. Maximize the
profitability of existing subdivisions.

Module 2: The basics of retail trade management.
 Theory: Retail sales and operations: pricing policy,
purchasing, supply management.
 Tasks: Choose the optimal price product quality and store
location. Manage inventory and sales.
 Practice in business simulation: Manage a product range,
purchasing, inventory, and pricing policy.
 Assignments in business simulation: Improve the current
chain of retail stores and make them profitable: price,
product quality, inventory, and delivery.

V. EXPERIMENT
Palestine Polytechnic University, Collage of administrative
science and Informatics conducted an academic competition
using one of Simformer business game “ Corporation in
Distress” which is an online business game which focuses on
developing students„ strategic and analytical thinking skills. In
addition to that, one of the main focuses of the game was team
work: the students made all their decisions together. Due to
that, the participants were able to develop their collaborative
skills, provide help to others and ask for help, and put the
interests of the whole team first. The team work during the
game revealed the communication and leadership skills of each
participant.
The competition had 150 students from the College of
Administrative Sciences and Informatics. All majors had the
chance to participate: Business Administrative, Economics,
Accounting, E-marketing and Information Systems.
The participants were divided into 30 teams. Every team
was responsible for building and managing a virtual company
for the entire game period. Every team got access to Simformer

Module 3: Retail subdivision: size and employees.
 Theory: Compensation plan, staff qualification and
efficiency.
 Tasks: Choose the optimal size of the store and the
compensation plan.
 Practice in business simulation: HR manager functions,
moving the subdivision to another location,
up/downsizing.
 Assignments in business simulation: Optimize the size of
retail subdivisions and select the compensation plan.
Make sure unprofitable stores are profitable again.
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virtual business environment. The game was moderated by a
team collage staff, and supervised online by Simfomer member
via skype.
5

a.
b.
6

a.
b.

subdivisions.
Motor bikes auction, sugar: Q=15, auction bidding.
Forecast sales of sausages (1 unit).
Task 5
Optimization and business expansion.
Task details:
To sustain operating activity.
To optimize the business and increase its overall
productivity.
Task 6
Optimization and business expansion.
Task details:
To sustain operating activity.
To optimize the business and increase its overall
productivity.

Fig. 1 Game timeline

The participants of each team had to manage a huge
corporation, which was facing financial difficulties
The corporation consisted of various subdivisions responsible
for manufacturing and sales. The subdivisions were connected
with each other as well as the external suppliers, contractors,
and customers. The goal of the game was to lead the
corporation out of crisis and stabilize its processes.
The entire game took 7 hours, the timeline for the game is
shown in Figure 1.
In every hour Students were given the game rules by game
moderators, then they were given a task to perform, execute the
task electronically, by the end of the hour ,Simfomer will do an
automatic recalculation on their site which means saving the
changes students made during this task and the outcome of this
task on the company will be shown. The winner for
Students were given an introduction. Which was the essence
of a business game, companies‟ subdivisions and their
indicators, criteria for winning
1- Task 1 :
a. Managing a retail business
b. Task details : to optimize the sales and supply in the
stores
2- Task 2:
 Introduction of marketing and advertising. The basics
of managing the size and location of a retail business,
Human Resources management.
 Task details:
a. To sustain current operations.
b. To launch an advertising campaign. To optimize
stores‟ size, location and staff.
3- Task 3:
 Managing a restaurant, Managing a factory.
 Task details:
a. To sustain current retail operations. To increase
restaurant‟s and factory‟s profitability
4- Task 4:
 Retail, entering new markets: the choice of location
and production line.
 Task details:
a. To sustain operating activity.
b. To increase overall profitability by opening new
https://doi.org/10.17758/EARES1.EAP0518412

Fig. 2. Simulation screen that shows the correlation between Price,
Quality, Location

VI. RESULTS
A questionnaire that was filled out by 96 Students with
questions about how much they think the game enhanced their
skills. Another simple questionnaire was distributed, 72
students filled out the questionnaire to get the participants
opinion about the game, and what would motivate them to
participate again in such games.
Our results show that using business games simulation in
teaching and learning could clearly enhance student skills, and
motivation for learning. Our student were highly satisfied with
this experience. Results are explained as the following:
A. How the game enhanced the participants skills:
We suggested a set of skills that this game might improve for
students. To verify our premises , we asked the students how
much do you think the game enhanced the following skills,
remembering that 72 answered this survey:
1- Leadership skills, as in Figure 3. Showed that 35 think it
is Excellently enhanced their leadership skills. In
Addition to 19 others think it is “Good”.
2- Risk Management Skills as in Figure 4, 35 students
Think it is “Excellent”, and 19 answered it is “ Good”.
3- Overall Managerial Skills as in Figure 5, About 30
student answered it is “ Excellent”, and “25 said it is
3
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“Good”.
4- Experience Gained as in Figure 6, 28 students answered
it is “Excellent”, and 27 said it is “Good”.
5- Communication skills as in Figure 7, 33 students
answered it is “Excellent” and 28. Said it is “Good”.
6- Decision Making Skills, 35 students answered it is
“Excellent” and 23 said it is “Good”.
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VII. MOTIVATION
The Second part of the study was to evaluate their
satisfaction of engaging in a business simulation game as a tool
for learning where they can put theory into practice and use the
knowledge they gained in school in real time situations. They
worked in teams, where they had to communicate, think out
loud, take risks, and make decisions.
The nature of this game made students feel that they run real
life business, where they had to buy, sell, manufacture, market,
expand business in other locations, and advertise. Which is
generally speaking, they had to practice all business aspects in
one game.
The results of a survey answered by 96 participants, show
that students were highly satisfied by this experiment, and they
were positively engaged during the entire time of the simulation
game.
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Fig. 9. Student Satisfaction with the experience

Fig. 6. Experience Gained

1- Student Satisfaction with the experience, as shown in
Figure 9. The majority of student strongly agree that
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game was satisfactory to them, in terms of its benefits,
challenges, and fun.
2- The majority of students agreed that they will participate
again in the game if they had the chance to repeat the
experience. Figure 10 shows that result.
60

but it should be used as a complementary tool in the lab.
Student learn theory knowledge using traditional lecturing
format, then they should be exposed to practical simulation
games where they can implement theory in practice.
Our results found that simulation games has huge impact on
students skills such as decision making that showed the highest
impact in the results.
Students were highly motived and engaged throughout the
entire time of game, they agreed that they were satisfied with
the experience and would like to participate again in same
Our recommendation is use electronic business games in
teaching business administration courses and incorporate this
new way of teaching along with traditional lecturing, students
will be more involved and enjoy the process of learning
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